
1. COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING

Gain the skills and techniques you and your team need for success 
with our comprehensive training program. This program is designed 
to equip you to undertake any pipe relining job, from full inversion 

relining, to patch repairs and junction repairs. 

3. TRAINING FACILITY

The APS training facility is located in Anderson, SC close to Interstate 
85 between Atlanta, GA and Charlotte, NC. Our staff will make you 

feel welcome and provide a fun and inviting atmosphere for learning 
all you need to know about trenchless technology. 

2. ON-SITE TRAINING

We understand that in-house training can’t compare to the real-life 
scenarios of on-site project work. That’s why we have a willing and 

able team of training and support specialist available to join you  
on-site at your location to help ensure continued success.

4. SUPPORT

APS provides the highest level of support and service that continues 
after sales. Whatever challenge your company is facing, American 

Pipelining Supplies can help from phone calls to on-site assistance. 
Be confident knowing you have the backup you need.

BEST TRAINING IN THE USA
The APS team has built one of the most unique and advanced training centers in the US and has the ability to train crews on several types 
of technologies and processes. Built to include real life scenarios such as old cast iron harvested locally for cleaning, roughed in plumbing 
systems, buried piping, lined pipes for cutting and grinding and hidden access for blind installs with the RIDGID Pipe Patch system. We make 
every attempt to challenge installers to best prepare them for on-site work. Custom built piping can also be assembled upon request for 
training and R&D. We provide training certificates for all participants who successfully complete our training courses here.
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